Broker QUESTIONNAIRE Form
The listing is free for all brokers.

Please complete and send back to: kaohsin@crazyforex.net
For your convenience answer options are provided in brackets.


COMPANY PROFILE

Broker Name:

Broker website:

Country where domiciled: 

In business since: (year)

International offices in: (list of countries)

Broker Type: (Market Maker, STP, DMA/STP, ECN/STP, STP & Market maker etc.)

Regulation: (FSA UK, FCS etc.,  Not regulated)

Broker Status: (Independent broker, Introducing broker for [name], or a Bank)

Do you accept US clients? (yes, no)

Minimum deposit

Minimum deposit for a Mini account:  

Minimum deposit for a Standard account:  

Minimum deposit for an ECN Account (if applicable)

Base account Currencies offered: (USD, EUR, GBP etc.)

LEVERAGE

Maximum Leverage for a Mini account:

Maximum Leverage for a Standard account:

Maximum Leverage for an ECN account:

MINIMUM LOT SIZE

Minimal lot size for a Mini account:

Minimal lot size for a Standard account:

Minimal lot size for an ECN account:

Spreads, fees and commissions

Spread type: (Fixed, variable, both)

Spread EURUSD on a Mini account:

Spread EURUSD on Standard account:

Spread EURUSD on ECN account:

Commission: (yes, no)

Commission rate per 100K round/turn:

FUNDING AND WITHDRAWAL OPTIONS

Funding Methods: (Bank Wire, Credit card, Skrill etc.)

Withdrawal Methods: (Bank Wire, Credit card, Skrill etc.)

SPECIAL vip CONDITIONS (retail & institutional)

Do you have premium trading conditions for VIP clients both retail and institutional: (yes, no)
	•	

What is the minimum deposit for VIP accounts:

What are the lowest spreads for EURUSD:

Briefly describe main advantages: (NDD, Level 2 trading, personal coaching etc.)


TRADING CONDITIONS 
The following parameters marked with an asterisk (*) should be indicated regardless account types or platform types. (Here we focus on a presence/absence of a certain trading option for traders. After getting a matching result, traders will explore further options on your website). 

Is scalping allowed* (yes, yes but monitored, yes scalpers welcome)

Is Hedging allowed* (yes, no)

Expert Advisors allowed* (yes, no, not applicable)

Trading platforms offered*
(Including all available apps: Desktop/Mobile/iPhone/iPad/iPod touch/Android/BlackBerry etc.)

Trading platform’s time zone* (EST, GMT, GMT+1 etc.)

Decimal Pricing* (4 digits, 5 digits, both)

Execution* (Market execution, Instant execution, both)

Total number of liquidity providers* (2 or 10, or over 30, not disclosed)

Trailing stops* (yes, no)

OCO orders* (yes, no)

One-Click execution* (yes, no)

Mobile Trading* (yes, no)

Web-based trading* (yes, no)

API Solutions* (yes, no)

Currency Pairs total, exotic pairs* (example: 38 pairs total, including 6 exotic)

Gold, Silver* (yes, no)

Oil* (yes, no)

CFD’s* (yes, no)

Trading Instruments offered besides Forex* (Stocks, Options, Futures, Indices, Commodities, Energies, Shares, Bonds, ETFs, Spread betting, Bitcoin etc.)

MAM/ PAMM solutions for Fund Managers* (yes, no)

Managed Account Services for investors* (yes, no)

Swap-free Accounts* ( available to anyone, Islamic accounts only, not offered)

Segregated accounts* (yes, no)

Interest on unused margin* (yes, no)

Bonuses or rewards* (yes, no)

Trading Contests* (yes, no)

EXTRA DETAILS

Stop Out level (%) for the smallest account:

Margin Call level (%) for the smallest account:

Maximum order size (standard lots) for the smallest account:

No expiration Demo accounts: (yes, no)

Free VPS: (yes, no). 
If you have paid VPS, please indicate the cost.

Social trading: (yes, no)


Thank you for completing the questionnaire.
We're looking forward to bringing more business to you!

Please send it to kaohsin@crazyforex.net
We’ll confirm the receipt and send you an additional update as soon as your listing is complete.



